Squires, Sophomore Honor Group, Reactivated Here

The students' honorary men's service unit, Santa Barbara College's sophomore Squires was reactivated here, in second year lower division, selected on the basis of scholastic standing in the campus activities, at noon.

Dedicated to the orientation of freshmen, the promotion of school spirit, and the furtherance of the interests of the University of California, Santa Barbara College, and the student body, the service unit object of the group, was that of Squires units on other campuses. The unit has been inactive in local campus affairs since 1942, when, due to a death of male students, it was suspended for the duration of World War II.

Officers selected at Friday's meeting were Jerry Roe, president; Frank Mathes, vice-president; Bill Kirsch, secretary; Bill Davidson, treasurer, and William Zachowicz, sergeant-at-arms.

For the initiation of a committee was appointed, composed of Bob West, Frank Grees, and Bill Davidson, to confer with the president of organizing a constitution. Included in the meeting were Arnold Fundum, Tom Carter, William West, Bob Roche, Tom Daily, Dick Kampman, Mark De sprinkles, Jerry Terry, Jason Davidson, Zychowicz, Robert Gum, Mathes, and West.

Temporary faculty sponsor for the unit will be Dean Paul A. Jones.

Open Debate Season At Pepperdine

Last Friday morning seven Gaucho debaters were present at the opening debate season phases of the Intercollegiate Forensics League, at Pepperdine College for a two-day meeting, the first preliminary tournament contests for the speakers the attending were Winifred Woods and Lenora Lombard in lower division, Dick Herbert, Thomas B. Keen in upper division, and according to Colonel R. G. McKee, they have all asked the same questions, for the benefit of other students, here and according to the Pepperdine College for a two-day meeting. The following women are being pledged: Chi Delta Chi, Laura Gutier and Natalie Stockwell. Delta Beta Delta, Louise Adams, Barbara Baeth, Barbara Budd, Ruth Helen Rice, Ruth Ann Gruenm, Marjorie Mayers, and Virginia Wilson. Gamma Delta Chi, Clare Egan, Gloria Perry, Betty Louise Smith, Barbara Jean Terry, Luella Farwell, and Jackie Redwin, Phi Kappa Gamma, Joyce Davies Betty Mitchell, Marilyn Stevens, and June Yoda. Sigma Delta Chi; Janet Antle and Mary Vetter. Fie Gamma Sigma; Mary Kathryn Graham, Joy Hart and Peggy Porratt.

Alpha Theta Chi did not rush this fall.

Warning

Veterans! If you have any red shirts you had better destroy them!

There is a possibility that Congress might decide, at the special session, to pass the bill for increase of subsistence allowance to women as an aid to the high cost of living. If so, take action of an amendment to be voted by the House Veteran's Committee.

The bill, passed by the lower house late last June, provides that subsistence allowances to be paid to all recognized women veterans, and whose application has been complied with, must be increased to $125 a month. As the amendment also includes a penalty provision making acceptance of subsistence allowance by women in this category punishable by a fine of from one to five years imprisonment in the State House.

Sororities Pic 27 Paraphernalia Held In Informal Rites

The skies of Santa Barbara were overcast last Saturday evening and so the weather of the all Gaucho routs, as the favorably reported by the Blue Angel and the Southerly, to gain the field with the Santa Barbara College Bulldogs in all their All-American Stadium. This was the last home game, for the Hilltoppers that season of matched, but the Bulldogs made up to a 45 yard pass pulled the Gaucho defense for a market first in the period. In the first quarter, that late tally began growing in stature as what was predicted to be a high scoring affair turned into an even top of the score. The Bulldogs kept the high-touted backfield speedsters of the Gaucho board in check by never letting them get the ball in the open. The passed out of bounds and kicked off "outside," that is, to the line men on the opposing 40 yard stripe. Not once did a Gaucho get in the clear for a long top of the score.

At Last

It wasn't until the final stanza that the Gaucho's stride past sub-quarterback Murray began picking strikes to Max Maze and reserve Fred Lloyd. It was Lloyd who slipped behind the defending Bulldog to take Mrs. 22 yard aerial in the end zone for the Blue and Gold TD. Kenny Dahlstrom then placed a better-perfect conversion between the uprights for all the points and the mark which gave the Gaucho their first tie with the Santa Barbara College Bulldogs in all their All-American Stadium. The Bulldogs kept the high-touted backfield speedsters of the Gaucho board in check by never letting them get the ball in the open. The passed out of bounds and kicked off "outside," that is, to the line men on the opposing 40 yard stripe. Not once did a Gaucho get in the clear for a long top of the score. (Continued on page 4)

Undergrad Story Contest Offers $500 to Winner

An annual short story contest, the entries of which are submitted to "Tomorrow Magazine," will end December 31. All officially enrolled undergraduate students in the United States campuses are eligible to enter the contest, the purpose of which is to uncover new talent. Regulars George Crilly, Bob Bowerman, Max Pickrell, and Frank Kirkland, together with reservations, incredibly named "The Hen Upside Down." Appropriate named "The Hen Upside Down.

The following women are being pledged: Chi Delta Chi; Laura Gutier and Natalie Stockwell. Delta Beta Delta, Louise Adams, Barbara Baeth, Barbara Budd, Ruth Helen Rice, Ruth Ann Gruenm, Marjorie Mayers, and Virginia Wilson. Gamma Delta Chi, Clare Egan, Gloria Perry, Betty Louise Smith, Barbara Jean Terry, Luella Farwell, and Jackie Redwin, Phi Kappa Gamma, Joyce Davies Betty Mitchell, Marilyn Stevens, and June Yoda. Sigma Delta Chi; Janet Antle and Mary Vetter. Fie Gamma Sigma; Mary Kathryn Graham, Joy Hart and Peggy Porratt.

Alpha Theta Chi did not rush this fall.

Women's Evolution AWS Assembly Tuesday, December 3

The evolution of women students at Santa Barbara College after their observance of the AWS assembly, Wednesday, December 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Riviera auditorium, according to Willy Wigg, AWS president.

Appropriately named "The Hen Upside Down," the"assembly will consist of skits, music, a speech on bloomer girls, and award of a panhellenic ticket to women receiving the highest grade average last quarter.

The assembly committee is headed by June Rice. Shirley Wolfe is in charge of publications; Conny Peng, productions; Barbara Abbott, radio; Tamara Doyle, cleaning up; and Marge Mayers, decorations. The AWS assembly will be held in the study hall. It is to be held in the study hall. It is to be held in the Riviera auditorium. According to Willy Wigg, AWS president.

All entries must be accompanied with a self-addressed stamped envelope. Manuscript mailed to "Tomorrow Magazine," 11 East 44 St., New York 17, N. Y.

ROTC SEeks Gaucho Juniors for Advanced Course

The Reserve Officers Training Corps of Santa Barbara college for advanced course classes. A number of interested men have already applied for the Spring-Campus semester, and according to the colonel, all asked the same questions, for the benefit of other students, here are the answers to those two questions:

'Ah Wilderness,' 2nd Speech Dept. Play

On the nights of December 6, and "Ah Wilderness!" will be presented as the second production of the annual winter season. The play is the personal production, the play will also be performed by the College Community's, students exempt from the Draft Act.

Course Outlined

The Advanced Course meets three hours a week and participants are paid by a self-addressed stamped envelope. Of 160 hours of an Advanced Freshman (junior year), 96 hours are devoted to study, which is broken down into Communications (32 hours), Technical (32 hours), and Transportation (32 hours), 20 (32 hours), and 18 (32 hours). The remaining hours consist of courses in which students will be included in the various units, Geographical and Historical Foundations of National Defense, Psychology, and Personnel Management. The selection of various units, usually, from 12 will be used whenever possible to support the teaching of principles and to illustrate specific application. The Government furnishes arms and uniforms to the officers, plus each graduating. There are 20 (32 hours), and 18 (32 hours). Between the junior and senior years the students are expected to attend a summer camp for two weeks, and according to the colonel, all asked the same questions, for the benefit of other students, here are the answers to those two questions:

Music Department Receives Gift Bulletin Board

The Music Department was presented with a gift from local citizens, to be used to practical use the theory he has studied during the year. In the Music Department during this period, is the at the rate of approximately 2400. A total of 2400.
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JEANNE'N ROADY --- off to Europe.

Dear Editor:

Gaucho to make trip to Europe

Dear Editor:

I have ever seen. This is fine, yet
don't park your car straight.

One more statement... can

Dear Editor:

For Your Patronage

We appreciate it.
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"Oh, you? She eats classes every day to work on her M.R.S. de-

Painting Critique
A bi-monthly critique of paint-
ings done outside of class by stu-
dent and faculty members of the Santa Barbara College Art Depart-
mint was a feature of last Tuesday evenings meeting held in the Art

department building. The purpose of the frequent critiques is to offer aspiring artists criticism and suggestion for improvement.

Among those who brought spe-
cials of work for criticism were
Miss Edna Butler and Mrs. Eleanor
Morrissey, faculty members; Robert
Moore, Bill Brown, Rod Beck, Rod

"The Captive Heart" with
Michael Redgrave
Morita Ishu
Ray's Pharmacy
200 E. Anapamu Phone 27633
Free Delivery

Cheers
MALT SHOP
You have won Santa Barbara's famous French Onion Soup?
1327 State Street
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Debate Plan Outlined
On December 5 and 6, the Western Speech Association Tournament, southern division, will be held at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Contests will be conducted in oratory, extemporaneous speaking and debates. The meets will be conducted on the Riviera Campus and at the Presbyterian Church downtown.

Nani Lelani
Take Members
Candle light ceremonies for new members of Nani Lelani were held November 5, at Estate's Chapel. Members admitted included the following: Gaucho students: Margaret Maynard, Marly Sehli, Emma Kirkpatrick, Ruth Thompson, Jim Jones, Joan Tahajian, Diana Fuerly, Twila Berkeley, Enorie Harrack, Mary Crandall, Bea Erickson, Iris Moore, Bunny Braungard, Darlene Keys, Elaine Strobel and Amenee Fusaro, president. Elaine Wolfe announced today that active members who witnessed the formal initiation ceremony were Doris Herman, Mary Lee Brumgard, Dolores Keyes, Elaine Garet Maynard, Mardy Selbb, Errol Boll, Warren Wilhite, Merilie Conn, George Graves, Manuel Setters, Jean Lyttle, Pat Rand, Shirley Lou Ford, and Gerry Wheldon.

Southwest Vacations
To make the Thanksgiving holiday extra special, the Flying Horse has scheduled

45 Minutes to Los Angeles
2 Hours to San Francisco
Make your plans early, be sure to save money.
See your Campus Representative
Get your ticket in Student Body Office

Southwest Airlines
BRING YOUR CLEANING PROBLEMS TO US
Drive In Parking Accommodations
We Pick Up and Deliver
1102 SANTA BARBARA STREET

Pause for Coke
Helps motorists drive refreshed

BAGS and BELTS
BY PHYLES

Horseback riding
26 Miles of Beautiful Trails
Instruction—Children and Adults

Hunt Club Stables
Hope Ranch Park
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E.C.E. Fraternity
Elects Officers
Following an informal banquet held last Tuesday evening at the Hammond Hotel, E.C.E. Fraternity's Chapter, Delta Phi Upsilon, national fraternity of early childhood education, announced Lois Rippel, recording secretary; Phyllis Bruinker, secretary-treasurer. Promising the banquet an election, a candle-light formal investiture ceremony was held for new members. Those inducted into the chapter included the following Gaucho students: Mally Bowman, Phyllis Bruinker, Myron Kogler, Connie Pugh, Mardy Selbst, and Gerry Wheldon.

Economic Club Selects
First CPA Speaker
ECE Fraternity elects officers last Tuesday evening at the Hammond Hotel, held last Tuesday evening at the

Kappa Sigma Mardi Gras dance—Veteran's Memorial Building.

7:00—KOP—Cure Freer's house.
2:00—Rally Committee—RH 101.
4:00—Student Recital—Music Hall.
7:15—ABS Council meeting—PH 100.
7:30—KOP—lune Freer's house.
7:30—AMS Smoker—Riviera Auditorium.
7:40—Formals and Human Welfare—Public Library
7:00—Perthamel Society—ATC House.
8:00—ASL Smoke—Division Student Council.
5:15—BACC—Public Library.
10:30-11:00—Gaucho KIST program.
BAGS and BELTS
BY PHYLES

The Shop of Courtesy and Service
A ROOF CAMP FOR THE SCOURS OF SERVICE
FLY FRONT—ACTION BACK— SLASH POCKETS
IN ANY COLOR
SIZE B 17
ONLY 10.95

PAUSE FOR COKE HELPS MOTORISTS DRIVE REFRESHE D

Typewriters
Rental
Sales
Reparations
School Supplies
Stationers

NEW CLUB MANAGER
Sunday, Nov.

FLETCHER A. ERTELL
223 State Street
BANKS STATIONERS
607

COMMUNICATIONS—6 a.m. Miss of Old

Breakfast—At Jansen's Seafood Hall
Dolling's interception Thursday
Contact Mary Veier (Phone 5520)
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SPORTS ROUNDUP
By Geo. F. Outland

The Golden Gauchos were certainly mighty leaders last Saturday evening—when we’ve heard schools with more punch. That is, the first time in history that they were the big men on the lawn in Blue and Gold. They played like they actually wanted to be there on in the boys in Blue and Gold, and put on a display that they could keep up again. At least when they journey to San Diego a week from Saturday.

This column has been bemoaning the lack of stable line reserves in the past few weeks, but we retract all that here and now. Earl Engman, who has been made chairman of the committee, has taken over the ten others he needed. He’s wearing an ARROW SHIRT!

A meeting will be held December 13 to take up the matter, has been made chairman of the 2C2A to decide new conference arrangements.

Nother thing. When the Golden Gauchos, as some scribes in his locale has it, would have you believe, Cop’s ace quarterback is not good enough to lead his line, and Wolf and Picart are not a dud. We are sorry. We explained about the last one. "LeBar-ley and Rossi, Williams and Bow-ley, were all played their regular fine game. They took the boot of the attack, when the backs couldn’t do anything, and unlike the San Jose game, they came through. Just ask any of those FSC men carried from the field how well. Clean, hard football, but tough too.

Harder, head of the PE department, has been reported to heads of the department, have been requested to report the chairman of the department in which they are enrolled.

A meeting will be held at Tournament Park in Pasadena, directed by the Athletic Association will begin Wednesday, November 19, at 7:30 in the Men’s Gym. The matches will continue through Thursday evening to enable all groups to complete.

All recognized campus organizations may enter teams in the competitions.

No wonder they carry his books!
He’s wearing an ARROW SHIRT!

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
A \mild A \ better tasting C \ cooler smoking \total of \satisfy
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